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2.  Key Technical Challenges
2.1.  NEUTRONIC CORE DESIGN
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2.1.1.  Concept Optimized for Actinide Burning.
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2.1.2.  Concept Optimized for Economic Electricity Production.
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Characteristics of discharged fuel.  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2.1.3.  Concept optimized for both actinide burning and low cost electrical production.
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2.2.  MATERIALS COMPATABILITY STUDIES
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2.2.1.  Use of Corrosion Resistant Materials
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2.2.2.  Coatings
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2.2.3.  Self-Protecting Films
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Figure 1.  Free energy of formation for selected oxides in comparison with leadO.
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2.3.  COOLANT ACTIVATION
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2.4.  PLANT ENGINEERING
2.4.1.  Direct Cycle and Direct Contact Heat Transfer
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2.4.2.  Direct Cycle - Aerosol Production Leading to Liquid Metal Embrittlement
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2.4.3.  Indirect Cycle - Power Conversion Cycle Optimization
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3.  Design Limits Applicable to All Concept Studies
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3.1.  NEUTRONIC CONSTRAINTS
3.1.1.  Negative Coolant Density Reactivity Coefficient.
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3.1.2.  Negative Fuel Temperature Coefficient.
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3.1.3.  Small Core Reactivity Initiators
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3.1.4.  Neutronics-Related Material Limitations
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3.2.  TEMPERATURE CONSTRAINTS
3.2.1.  The Fuel
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Figure 2.  The phase diagram of Pu-Zr (from Hofman 1985).
3.2.2.  The Cladding
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Table 1.  Martensitic/ferritic steel composition (%wt).
Cr Ni Mo Si V Nb W C Mn
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3.2.3.  The Reactor Vessel
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Figure 3.  HT-9 allowable stress intensity (from Amodeo 1985).










































































4.  Technical Results
4.1.  NEUTRONIC CORE DESIGN
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4.1.1.  Concept Optimized for Actinide Burning
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4.1.1.1.  Neutron streaming assembly design
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Figure 6.  Streaming fuel assembly with cooled control-rod drives.
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Table 2.  Design parameters of neutron transparent core with streaming fuel assemblies1
Design parameter Value
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4.1.1.2.  Control rod design
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Figure 7.  Schematic of the arrangement of double-entry control rods.
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Figure 9.  Assembly power distribution in the core with streaming fuel assemblies and





Figure 10.  Neutron flux profile in the core with streaming fuel assemblies and double entry
control-rod drives1
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Distance from core bottom (cm)
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4.1.1.4.  Reactivity Void Worth
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4.1.1.5.  Effective Delayed Fission Neutron Fraction βEFF
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Table 4. Comparison of βeff with various fast reactor designs.
Reactor Fuel βeff Reference
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Actinide burner (BOL) Metallic TRU-74Zr 0.0025 !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4.1.1.6.  Doppler Coefficient.
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Table 5. Doppler coefficients for full core model.




Case 1 - Doppler coefficient -0.040±0.02
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Case 2 - Doppler coefficient 0.054±0.02
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4.1.1.7.  Fuel Thermal Expansion Effect
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Table 6. Fuel thermal expansion coefficient.
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4.1.1.8.  Actinide Destruction Rate and Burnup Performance.
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Effective Full Power Days
Figure 12.  Changes of keff with burnup for the initial and second cycle.
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Figure 13.  Consumption rate of TRUs per full power year.
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4.1.1.9.  The option of fertile-free, long-life, minor actinide-burner with zero reactivity swing.
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Table 7.  One-group effective cross sections of key minor actinides and their progenitors in
the lead-bismuth-cooled reactor.
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Figure 14. Unit cell burnup for various initial fuel compositions.
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4.1.1.10.  Transmutation Capabilities of Long-Lived Fission Products
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4.1.1.11.  Generation of Polonium 210 in the coolant
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Figure 15.  Average Po-210 coolant activity in the fast actinide-burner.
4.1.1.12.  Fluence of key reactor components.
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Table 8.  Neutron flux at selected reactor components at core power of 1800MWth.
Component φ (n/cm2-s) Fluence (n/cm2)
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4.1.1.13.  Fuel cycle cost estimate.
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Figure 16.  Front-end of Fuel Cycle for One Fuel Processing Facility.
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Figure 17.  Fuel costs for the actinide-burner reactor given by the three models applied in
this study.
4.1.2.  Concept Optimized for Economic Electricity Production
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Table 9.  Fuel types considered in the long-life core study.
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Figure 18.  Development of kinf in a unit cell of an infinite lattice for various fuel types.
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Table 11.  Total mass, activity, thermal power and radioactive ingestion hazard per 1 MT of
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Table 12.  Plutonium vector for discharged fuel and spontaneous neutron production.
Weapons
grade
UN UC UZr UThN UThC
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Table 12.  Plutonium vector for discharged fuel and spontaneous neutron production
(continued).
UThZr UPuN UPuC UPuZr UO2 PuThZr PWR*
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4.1.3.  Design Approaches for both Actinide Burning and Low Cost Electrical Production
4.1.3.1.  Neutronics analysis.
Analysis Tools. ()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Table 13.  Consequences of hard spectrum lead-bismuth fuel choices.
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Table 14.  Beginning-of-life fuel composition.
U-Zr U-Zr U-N U-N Th-Zr Th-N
U or Th (wt%) 70% 76.9% 74.5% 79.2% 70% 74.4%
Zr or N (wt%) 10% 10.0% 5.5% 5.5% 10% 5.6%
Pu (wt%) 16% 10.5% 16.0% 12.2% 16% 16.0%
MA (wt%) 4% 2.6% 4.0% 3.1% 4% 4.0%
BOL Pu Isotopic Fractions
Pu-238 Pu-239 Pu-240 Pu-241 Pu-242
2% 58% 26% 10% 4%
BOL MA Isotopic Fractions
Np-237 Am-241 Am-243 Cm-244
43% 45% 9% 3%
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Table 15.  Parameters of the cylindrical fuel pins.
Active Fuel Height
Design Parameter Value
Fuel OD 0.864 cm
Gap Thickness 0.02 cm
Gap Material
(metallic fuel only)
33 wt% Pb - 33 wt%
Sn - 33 wt% Bi
Cladding Thickness 0.063 cm
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Figure 19.  Reactivity comparison for metallic fuels.
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Figure 20.  Reactivity comparison of nitride fuels.
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Figure 21.  Comparison of small reactivity swing cases.
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4.1.3.2.  Isotopic analysis1
Actinide Destruction and Generation Rates.  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Figure 22.  Average Pu+MA burnup rates.
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Figure 25.  Production of U-233 in thorium based fuels.
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U-Zr 20% 16.8 75.5 >20 11.9 14.6
U-Zr 13.1% 11.0 75.3 >20 9.2 10.9
U-N 20% 16.0 76.8 >20 12.3 14.8
U-N 15.3% 12.3 76.8 >20 10.7 12.4
Th-Zr 20% 11.9 53.7  18 5.9 7.6
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Spent Fuel Isotopics. ()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Table 18.  Plutonium isotopics in the spent fuel for once through cycle.






Pu-238 Pu-239 Pu-240 Pu-241 Pu-242
U-Zr 20% >20 5.9% 57.8% 27.8% 3.5% 5.1%
U-Zr 13.1% >20 5.5% 63.3% 24.1% 2.8% 4.4%
U-N 20% >20 6.4% 57.8% 27.4% 3.5% 4.9%
U-N 15.3% >20 6.1% 61.0% 25.3% 3.1% 4.4%
Th-Zr 20% 18 9.2% 41.3% 37.1% 5.0% 7.4%
Th-N 20% >20 10.0% 40.4% 37.3% 4.9% 7.3%
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4.2.  MATERIALS COMPATIBILITY STUDIES
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4.2.1.  Corrosion Testing Activities
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Figure 26.  Schematic of the MIT Rotating Electrode “Spinner” Test Setup.
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Figure 27.  Schematic diagram of the
INEEL experimental apparatus.
Figure 28. INEEL Corrosion Systems
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4.2.2.  Materials Test Matrix
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4.2.3.  Oxygen Potential Control
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 vs. temperature for various metal oxides.
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4.2.4.  Testing Matrix
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Table 21.  INEEL Test Matrix.


















4.2.5.  Oxygen Potential Probe Construction
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4.2.5.1.  MIT O2 Probe Experimental Setup
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Table 22.  Composition of Argon (AIRCO, Grade 5.0).
Total Impurity N2 O2 H2O Hydrocarbon
J. J6. J. J. J.
Figure 30.  Schematic diagram of the MIT oxygen probe testing facility
(furnace is not shown).
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Figure 31.  EMF versus temperature values obtained from molten lead experiment using
yttria-stabilized zirconia solid electrolyte and Pt/air reference electrode in an argon
atmosphere.
4.2.5.2.  INEEL O2 Probe Experimental Setup
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2.30 in. ID alumina tube













4.3.  COOLANT ACTIVATION
4.3.1.  Polonium Nuclear and Chemical Characteristics
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4.3.2.  Theoretical Characterization of the Polonium Problem
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Figure 35.  Polonium transport in the lead-bismuth/water direct contact reactor.
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4.3.3.  The MIT Polonium Experiments
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Figure 36.  Schematic of the MIT polonium experimental apparatus
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Figure 37.  MIT polonium experimental apparatus
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4.4.  PLANT ENGINEERING
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4.4.1.  Direct Power Conversion Cycle
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4.4.1.1.  Direct Contact Heat Transfer Phenomena
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Figure 38.  Direct contact vaporization of a single droplet.
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Figure 39.  A multi-particle direct-contact channel.
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4.4.1.1.1.  Multiphase Flow.
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Table 23.  The correlations for intermittent flow regime.
DatabaseCorrelation Type
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Figure 41.  The cap flow regime
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4.4.1.1.2.  Local Heat Transfer Coefficient
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Saturated Region.  4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Figure 42.  The temperature profile in the channel.
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Figure 44.  The interfacial area concentration in the saturated region.
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Figure 45.  The volumetric heat transfer coefficient in the channel.
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Figure 46.  The Lsat / (Tpsat-Tsat)relation.
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Figure 47.  The effect of pressure on the Lsat·(Tpsat-Tsat) product.
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Figure 48.  The effect of the steam superheat on the length of the channel.
4.4.1.2.  Aerosol Production
4.4.1.2.1.  The Mechanisms of Lead-Bismuth Aerosols
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4.4.1.2.2.  Lead-Bismuth Entrainment and Steam Separation
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Figure 49.  The reactor pool.
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Figure 50.  Lead-bismuth entrainment from the pool free surface.
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Figure 51.  The droplet mass distribution at the steam dryer inlet.
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Figure 52.  Cross-section of a chevron steam dryer vane (Nagase 1996).
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Figure 53.  Chevron steam dryer (Nakao et al. 1999 and General Electric 1999).
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Figure 54.  The chevron droplet removal efficiency.
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4.4.1.2.3.  Transport of the Lead-Bismuth Droplets in the Steam Lines
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Table 26.  The steam lines.
Parameter Description Value
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DROPLET DIAMETER (µm)
Figure 55.  Vertical velocity of the droplets in the steam lines.
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Figure 56.  Coagulation phenomena in the steam lines.
4.4.1.2.4.  Lead-Bismuth Droplets in the Turbine
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Table 27.  Materials immune to lead or bismuth liquid metal embrittlement (Kamdar 1986).
Material Immune to bismuth liquid
metal embrittlement
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Figure 57. Oxidation time of the lead-bismuth droplets in the steam lines.
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Figure 58.  An LWR turbine with moisture separator/re-heater (Moore and Sieverding
1976).
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4.4.2.  Indirect Steam Power Conversion Cycle – Steady State Power Determination
4.4.2.1.  Primary Coolant Natural Circulation
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61 Superheat in the steam generator.  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91 Steam generator coolant inlet temperature1 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4.4.2.2.  Primary Coolant Forced Circulation
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4.4.3.  Plant Capital Cost Estimation Model
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Table 31.  Summary of the characteristics of major systems (or components)









































4.4.4.  Capital Cost and Sensitivity Analysis
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Table 32.  Key financial parameters (Delene and Hudson 1993).
Parameters Symbol Value (Utility owned)
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Figure 59.  Capital cost variation due to steam superheat.
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Figure 61.  Capital cost with chimney height.
4.4.5.  Indirect Power Conversion Cycle – Transient State Power Determination
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Figure 62.  Schematic of the actidide-burner reactor RVACS.
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Table 35.  Key parameters for the ATHENA actinide-burner reactor model.
Parameter Value
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Figure 63.  ATHENA model of the actnide-burner reactor.
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Figure 64.  Maximum cladding temperature as a function of core power.
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Figure 65.  RVACS and core decay power during a loss-of-feed-water transient.
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Figure 66.  Maximum cladding temperature during a loss-of-feed-water transient.
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Figure 68.  The effect of the RVACS design changes on maximum cladding temperature
during a loss-of-feed-water transient.
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Figure 69.  The effect of the RVACS design changes on maximum power removed during a
loss-of-feed-water transient.
4.4.6.  Gas Lift Pump Evaluation for the Indirect Cycle Design
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Figure 70.  Schematic of the ETGAR-3 facility.
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Figure 72.  A comparison of the El-Boher and Lesin void correlation with ATHENA.
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Figure 74.  The distribution parameter as a function of volumetric flow ratio.
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Figure 75.  A comparison of the El-Boher and Lesin correlation with the modified
ATHENA code.
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5.  Major Technical Accomplishments
5.1.  NEUTRONIC CORE DESIGN
5.1.1.  Concept Optimized for Actinide Burning
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5.1.2.  Concept Optimized for Economic Electricity Production
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5.1.3.  Approaches for both actinide burning and low cost electrical production
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5.2.  MATERIALS COMBATIBILITY STUDIES
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5.3.  COOLANT ACTIVATION
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5.4.  PLANT ENGINEERING
5.4.1.  Direct Power Conversion Cycle
5.4.1.1.  Direct Contact Heat Transfer
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5.4.1.2.  Aerosol Transport in the Direct Cycle Reactor
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5.4.2.  Indirect Steam Power Conversion Cycle-Steady State Power Determination
5.4.2.1.  Primary Coolant Natural Circulation
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5.4.3.  Plant Capital Cost Estimation Model
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5.4.4.  Capital Cost and Sensitivity Analysis
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5.4.5.  Indirect Power Conversion Cycle – Transient State Power Determination
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5.4.6.  Gas Lift Pump Evaluation for Direct and Indirect Cycle Designs
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6.  Major Remaining Technical Challenges And Future Work
6.1.  NEUTRONIC CORE DESIGN
6.1.1.  Concept Optimized for Actinide Burning
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6.1.2.  Concept Optimized for Economic Electricity Production
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• Full core burnup of fuel with higher enrichment1()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6.1.3.  Design Approaches for both Actinide Burning and Low Cost Electrical Production
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6.2.  MATERIALS COMPATIBILITY STUDIES
6.2.1.  Corrosion Testing Activities
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6.2.2.  Oxygen Potential Probe Construction
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6.3  COOLANT ACTIVATION
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6.4.  PLANT ENGINEERING
6.4.1.  Direct Power Conversion Cycle
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6.4.2.  Indirect Steam Power Conversion Cycle - Steady State Power Determination
6.4.2.1. Natural Circulation Primary Coolant
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6.4.2.2. Forced Circulation Primary Coolant
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6.4.3.  Plant Capital Cost Estimation Model
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6.4.4.  Capital Cost and Sensitivity Analysis
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6.4.5.  Indirect Power Conversion Cycle – Transient State Power Determination
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6.4.6.  Gas Lift Pump Evaluation for Direct and Indirect Cycle Designs
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Appendix A - Project Work Plans for January Through
October 2000
A.1.  NEUTRONICS CORE DESIGN WORK PLAN
A.1.1.  Ultimate goals:
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A.1.2.  Details of the Burn and Breed Work Plan(MIT)
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A.1.3.  Details of the Optimized Economical Design (INEEL + support from MIT as needed)
Objective of the work in this period: Explore various fuels, and lattice configurations to identify
the most promising design of actinide-burner and long-life core
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maximized• Need for reprocessing• reprocessing cost high• Actinide burning may not
be important in future
• Once through cycle• No reprocessing• sustained with natural or
depleted U loading with or
without addition of
Thorium or started with
WG Pu• very long refueling period• minimize waste
• mix between the limits•















A.2.  MATERIALS COMPATIBILITY STUDIES
A.2.1.  Project Goals:
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A.2.3.  Project Equipment and Joint Objectives:
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A.2.4.  Work Elements:
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Table 39.  MIT test matrix
Mat. Temperature (C ) Rotating Speed (rpm) Time
(hrs)
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A.2.5.  Deliverables (for July 2000 project review):
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A.3.3.  Work Elements:
• Modeling
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A.3.4.  Deliverables (for 2000 project review):
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A.3.5.  Computational Tools to be used:
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A.4.  PLANT ENGINEERING WORK PLAN
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3. Figure of Merit
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4. Constraints
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Appendix B Lead-Bismuth Project Papers and Reports
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